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About This Game

Crankies Workshop is a true or false question game with a colorful and friendly atmosphere. Crankie needs help assembling his
new order of Grizzbot's and he needs you to answer the knowledge machines questions to keep it assembling the robots. He will

show you the ropes and then set you loose on all 10 levels consisting of 10 questions per level. Each question you answer is a
stage in the robots assembly and has a dollar value based on the speed you answer correctly. The overall value of each of the 10
completed robots(levels) is tracked and assigned a rating of 1,2,3 by Crankie so you can see yourself progress and try and beat

previous scores.

Features:
Colorful and Friendly Atmosphere
10 Robots(aka Levels) to complete

100 True or False Challenging Questions
3 Ranks to reach per level
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Fun experience, lots of polish (nice change of pace), reminiscent of the type of atmosphere you get in The Lab's hidden village
thing, but much more involved with regards to interaction and overall experience, as well as some light puzzle elements. Should
provide a good time for most anyone.. The Low Road has an interesting take on classic point-and-click adventures: it adds 
mini-games to the usual mix of object and npc interactions in the genre. Even though most of said mini-games are trivial tasks,
the few exceptions that involve dealing with intel do affect the narrative directly and they require a more cautious approach
as a result. In a similar fashion, certain puzzles can be solved differently, which adds a sprinkle of personality to the otherwise
insipid main characters. Its 70s ambiance and perfectly suitable soundtrack, in addition to its refreshing, refined art
style, are also strong points of this particular title, and help reinforce the whole setting. However, although the overarching plot
is adequately executed, the character's vexing writing and their unenthusiastic voice over are a constant hit-or-miss - a
monumental flaw that can make it almost impossible for the player to care about any of them. But if you like spy-themed
adventures and are looking for a hint of non-entirely-linear progress, The Low Road might be a quick fix. Just keep an eye
out for better spy agencies in the meantime.. Its simple, elegant and brilliant.
I loved it.
Simply put it's an atriction war against a diferent kind of enemy. One that doesnt use 50 types of diferent units you have to
memorize and counter.. Brilliant game!. As someone who is a film maker and have a degree in film, this game is semi hard and
really gets you thinking. if you love movies pick this up!. This game took far more of my time than I thought it would (Not that
it was hard, but that it was really fun) . Easily worth the $2.20, more value than No Man's Sky.. Playing with the Oculus Rift, it
seems that my clubs are too short, or my in game character is standing too tall. To hit the ball, I constantly have to reach down
about 8 inches from the floor just to swing. I'm basically hunching down like Quasimoto just to play. It seems like a fun game,
but this flaw is a major inconvenience. Is there a setting that I'm missing to move your position up and down similar to Sports
Bar VR? Thanks.. This Game should be on your list if you're looking for a fun game, not to short but also easy to play. Graphic
is fine and gameplay also, so if you like little games - this should be on your short list than :))
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This is a true love letter to Megaman X!
= Pros =
+ The setting\/level design is creative, no two levels look alike
+ The controls are responsive, platforming is fun but challenging, making you deserve your boss fights
+ The ennemies are varied and all require patience\/strategy to take out
+ Weapons don't have ammunition, instead they act as balanced tools to exploit the ennemies pattern
+ The cutscenes are surprisingly fun to read, making the story interesting

= Cons =
- The cutscenes would benefit from voice acting or a little sound effect with each line. The feel blend compared to the rest of
the game's presentation
- The difficulty of some stage is crushing. I guess there were some of these in Megaman games as well. They're meant to go
back to after you've acquired some weapons and upgrades. I like a challenge so I don't mind
- No Steam Achievements :(

=+- Conclusion -+=
This game would be a perfect successor to Megaman X. The different powerups and tough ennemies promote a smart playstyle.

NOTE: I'd start with "Mystic Mage" to get the boots if I were you. They help alot!. ROFL glitches inside! the game is so damn
nice time killer for bros who love to blade in real life. amazing control system and trick choreografia, highly recommend to get
the game on sale. please do smth with lights & black textures in practis mode! Respect for your work, i hope you'll make it
solid.

Не пожалейте 300 рубасов за веселый, недоделанный инди трэш, который мы заслужили.. I wish the music from the beach
was playing in the background constantly but quieter. Anyway, really nice, relaxing game.. Game was fun for the first few
hours, afterwards, it became increasingly obvious that this is basically another bubble popping game in a 3D package and a very
'woo'/third eye/ascended/crystals and alchemy type vibe. It's cool, it's stlylized, it's not very challenging and after the fun wears
off, it's pretty tedious (as all games). I enjoyed it but it has limited shelf life.. Quality DLC with a more consumer friendly pre-
order policy

+ the leaders have their own unique playstyle
+ the Yellow Turbans have 3 hybrid classes as opposed to the standard 5 classes of the Han factions
+ different unit rooster (dual sword wielding warrior monks, two handed mace infantry, axe cavalry and other)
+ the Yellow Turbans have their own reform tree
+ different empire progression
+ all 3 starting positions are brutal ( surrounded by enemies, limited diplomatic options at the start) and enable a challenging
campaign
+ the "early adopter bonus" is more fair than other DLC policies ( get the DLC for free by pre-order or purchase during the first
week after the game releases)

-it's still day 1 DLC

Overall 9\/10. Highly recommended. I've been playing different iterations of this game for over a decade now. Sure, it's not
pretty to look at but it's not supposed to be (and frankly, I don't want it to be). It's supposed to immerse you in the details of your
football team. The ratings/stat output are precise and the contracts and decisions you need to make as GM are realistic. This is a
thinking man's (or woman's) football game. If you love football, you should give this a try. This is the Football Manager TM
(soccer) of American football (before all the dots and 3d). You will get your money's worth. The multiplayer universe is fun and
the leagues are great to participate in as well.. I will give this game a positive review... the game is not horrible, but it has all
been done before, and better, by other developers.

Too much like Geometry Wars: Retro Evolved, but without all of the flashy graphics.

In fact, I'd say buy Geometry Wars: Retro Evolved first, and if you can't have enough twin-stick arena shooters, please, buy this
one, too.. The lore is deep, the characters have great development I really felt like I was there when Dad waslked into the room
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Detective Girl of the Steam City ORBITAL Update:
Our team fixed several bugs, improved optimization, removed visual flaws.

We hope you enjoy update!. Update:
Fixed bugs, improved optimization on weak devices, removed some visual problems.

We hope you enjoy the update!. GLOBAL UPDATE:

Hi guys, during these days you will update!
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